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ITALIAN FINANCIAL PLAN FOR EGYPT EXPOSED

The unscrupulous financial plains of the Italian High Command in the event of

the Axis powers gaining control of Egypt are revealed by a captured Italian document.

It is significant that this document, which takes the form of a draft

proclamation by the Governor-General of Libya, C-in-C Armed forces in North Africa,
ms circulated among Italian formations just before Rommel’s abortive push at the

beginning of September.

Article 1 of the proclamation provides for the establishment of a Mediterranean

Credit Institute for Egypt ("Cassa Mediterranean di credito per l’Egitto")', Further

Articles read as follows

"The Institute has the power to issue notes in Egyptian pounds for the purpose

of providing advances to military paymasters with Amy and Corps Commands operating
in Egypt.

"The notes in pounds are to be employed by the military paymasters exclusively
to provide the military units stationed in Egypt with the means of payment for the

pay, allowances and salaries of their personnel and for the expenses which the units

themselves have to meet in occupied territory*

"The acceptance in payment of the notes in the occupied territories is

compulsory and without limit. They will be exchanged against Egyptian currency.

Any person refusing to accept notes at their face value mil be punished with

imprisonment for two months to one year. The decision in such cases rests with the

Italian war tribunals•”

The Institute would thus have been able to supply the enemy with unlimited local

purchasing power and enable him to acquire whatever he chose in Egypt at no greater

cost than that of printing worthless paper - these so-called X "notes", of course,

being nothing more than, the Institute’s own product.

Since this "currency" was to be legal tender in Egypt alone - in Libyan territory,
for instance, Italian lira were to be used, as- another captured document shows, - and

no provision was made for redeeming or exchanging the "notes" in the hands of the

public, the ultimate holders post-war would have parted with goods, service or genuine

Egyptian currency in exchange for valueless paper. In fact, the enemy would have

financed his local expenditure by means of what amounts to no more than requisition

forms disguised as legal tender*

It is noteworthy that the British authorities in Egypt pay for Egyptian goods

and services in genuine local currency acquired at par against sterling in London and

convertible into sterling. That is, in this respect the Egyptian population is on

the same footing as citizens of the United Kingdom.
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